This Is 50

INTERIOR design

experts say natural
tones are hot. Dabble in the trend by
adding a few easycare houseplants,
such as a snake
plant or monstera.
Or commit with wall
color: Paint companies like Benjamin
Moore, SherwinWilliams and
PPG have chosen
gray-greens as their
colors of the year.

STEALTHY
FITNESS P. 24

A BACKSTOP
FOR MOM P. 25

THE BEAT
GOES ON P. 25

See Ya!

Annualized resignation
rate for U.S. workers

FILMINSPIRED
DATE
IDEAS
Fun ways
to rewatch
a classic
rom-com
with your
valentine

2020: 18 percent
2021: 25 percent

FILM

WHAT TO WEAR

WHAT TO EAT/DRINK

1 Say
Anything
(1989)

Trench coats, and
sweatpants tucked into
high-top sneakers

Spam on Wonder
Bread: a kickboxer’s power meal

2 Groundhog Day
(1993)

For him, a wool coat;
for her, a pink cardigan
and a look of suspicion

Sweet vermouth on
the rocks with a twist—
and a world-peace toast

3 Notting
Hill (1999)

Anything to evade
the paparazzi: dark
shades, a beret ...

4 Love &
Basketball
(2000)
5 My Big Fat
Greek Wedding (2002)

Crank up “In Your
Eyes” (Peter Gabriel)
on your boom box.
Play “I Got You Babe,”
by Sonny & Cher, on a
continuous loop.

Brownies, to reward
whoever tells the
best sob story

Make it a movie
premiere—red carpet,
popcorn, selfies.

Break out the
Clippers jerseys
and vintage high-tops.

Burger King,
where Quincy goes
on cheap dates

An intense round of
one-on-one basketball,
played for the win

Something old, something new, something
poufy, something blue

Spanakopita plus lamb
roasted on a spit, shared
with effusive in-laws

Put on some bouzouki
music and dance. Opa!

SUPERSIZE ’EM

How to rock the big-specs trend

HOW TO PREGAME

They’re cropping up on everyone from
Jennifer Aniston to Tyler Perry: those
oversize glasses that we last saw in
the ’80s. This time, look for soft colors
such as blue, green or taupe—a nice
complement to a few facial lines.
Consider Willetta by Oliver Peoples
($397), Macpherson by DL ($135) or
Rachel by Warby Parker, below (starts
at $95, including lenses). —Dian Holton

Your Brilliant Career

How to turn the Great Resignation to your advantage at work

O

—David Hochman

INVESTMENTS

Among people
in their 50s with
stocks, bonds and
other financial
assets, the richest
5 percent own
57 percent of
the assets.
SOURCE: NATIONAL INSTITUTE
ON RETIREMENT SECURITY

MANAGING
COLLEGE
EXPECTATIONS
HAVE YOU talked about money

Credits on page 74

with your college-bound teen
yet? With financial aid award
letters arriving soon, it’s time
to do so, experts say. Be transparent about what you can
afford to pay and borrow—and
what your kid might contribute.
Then weigh options together
to make the best decision.

Dan Saelinger; Illustration by James K. Hindle. Top, statistics source: “Visier Insights Report:
Stop the Exit”; annualization is based on January through August data for each year

HOME,
GREEN
HOME

EXCEL
AT WORK P. 23

let’s
hack the Great Resignation! Everybody, it seems,
is quitting a job—or
talking about it. Resignations hit
record levels in the U.S. recently, and
about 2.4 million people have retired
ahead of schedule since early 2020.
Employers are nervous, but for
workers in their 50s, unexpected
benefits abound: more opportunities
at the top end of the career path, jobs
with more flexible working conditions, and positions that prize your
experience and knowledge. So, forget
the conventional wisdom that older
workers rarely move up the ladder.
In fact—although age discrimination
is still very much a Thing—there has
never been a time quite so ripe for
experienced workers to angle for
new jobs or promotions.
Government-relations expert
Debra Dixon, 57, is living proof:
During the pandemic, she left a comfortable position at an established
K, 50-SOMETHINGS,

lobbying firm to become a principal
with Ferox Strategies, a start-up in
Washington, D.C. While contemplating her move, Dixon consulted
Beverly E. Jones, an executive career
coach and author of Find Your Happy
at Work: 50 Ways to Get Unstuck,
Move Past Boredom, and Discover
Fulfillment. Jones notes that hiring
managers are drawn to workers like
Dixon who express excitement.
“Employers love engaged workers,”
MY FIRST ...

Jones says. “And there’s that surge of
adrenaline from taking a chance in a
new territory.”
Taking chances is part of how Keith
Cooper got a promotion last summer, at age 59. His new position, vice
president of customer experience at
Bergen Logistics in North Bergen,
New Jersey, was a big bump up from
the project-manager spot he’d started
in three years prior.
“When I came on board, I recognized there were a lot of functions
that hadn’t been developed,” Cooper
recalls. He stepped up to create the
company’s marketing department,
then formed an operations department to help the sales team manage
its leads. “I’ve drawn on all the roles
I’ve had in my career,” he says.
Nancy Ancowitz, a New York City–
based career coach, says a proactive
approach makes you stand out at any
age. Her advice for promotion-hungry
workers in their 50s is to embrace
organizational change. “That beats
a stale attitude, ” she notes.
Bradley Schurman, a demographic
futurist and author of the new book
The Super Age: Decoding Our Demographic Destiny, advises older workers
to strive to keep learning. “If you’re
not learning, you’re not earning,”
Schurman quips. Workplace development programs aren’t only for
younger workers.
And what if you’ve been laid off?
The Great Resignation can benefit
you, too. For moral and practical support, join or create a networking
MY FRIEND Heath was the first to

mention it. He made a swirling gesture over my head and said, “Hey,
when did that happen?” I knew he
meant the bald patch. At my last few haircuts, I’d
noticed some shininess around the crown. “Hair today ...,” Heath sang, and we know how that one ends.
Hair is youth. Now mine was fading away. I tried hiding the spot under beanies, but that looks ridiculous
unless you’re trawling for cod. Lately I’m making peace
with the patch. Like my past, it’s behind me. I wear the
spot as an emblem of age, and age means wisdom,
and wisdom means whenever I’m around my friend
Heath, I let him walk ahead of me. —David Hochman

BALD
SPOT
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forthcoming In Control at 50+: How to
Succeed in the New World of Work.

tiktok.com/@AARP.
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Don’t feel like exercising? Try these moves
FOR A FIT BODY and mind in your 50s, regular exercise is key. Still, there

are days when you just can’t face the treadmill. We asked personal trainer
Kirk Charles, proprietor of the online training program Fit Beyond 40, for
his favorite ways to stay strong and limber when the gym is off the table.
CLENCH THOSE GLUTES 

VACUUM YOUR BELLY 

To increase abdominal power
without crunches, suck in your
stomach. Stand straight, exhale,
pull in your belly, and hold for
20 to 30 seconds (or as long
as you can). Do 3 to 5 reps.

You can build a stronger, less saggy
butt by clenching those butt cheeks.
This move works the gluteus maximus,
gluteus medius and gluteus minimus—a
twerking trifecta. Stand, clench as tight
as possible, and hold for 30
to 60 seconds. Start with
3 to 5 reps, gradually
increasing the number
over time. (If you
clench your abs
simultaneously,
you’ll strengthen
your lower back;
your glutes and
abs help pull your
pelvis into a powerful position.)

You’ve Got
the Power
(of Attorney)

CIRCLE YOUR ARMS

For shoulder power, extend your arms out,
each to its respective side, and make 10 small
forward circles. Then make 10 small backward
circles. You’ll probably feel a slight muscle
burn after that amount. Next, try doing 3 to 5
reps forward and backward. This will work your
deltoids and rotator cuff muscles. Add in larger
circles to increase your range of motion.

When—and how—to become
your parent’s legal backstop

“

SIT UP STRAIGHT 

If you slump when you sit, this can lead to
postural problems. Focus on sitting upright
to strengthen your back and neck. (To
design a seated work space that will help
you keep your back and neck properly
aligned, see “Straight to Work,” on page 19.)

USE THE STAIRS 

If you live or work in a building with a
staircase, take advantage of it. You may
not feel like hiking or jogging, but your
quads still need to be worked. Even walking up just a couple of flights of stairs
on a regular basis can help you develop
power and stamina over the long run.

AARP; Illustrations by Tara Jacoby

AARP is on TikTok!
Follow us as we
showcase the joys
and value of aging.
Find our videos at

SKIP THE GYM!
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group of other 50-something job
seekers, experts suggest. You can
find such groups on LinkedIn or
Facebook, but the informal one you
cobble together is often best.
A job hunt is an important time
to take stock of your strengths.
Dorian Mintzer, a Boston-based
retirement coach, often has clients
complete the Authentic Happiness
questionnaires (free at authentic
happiness.sas.upenn.edu) from the
University of Pennsylvania’s Positive
Psychology Center. Plus, AARP has
a variety of resources and advice for
job seekers (aarp.org/work).
You don’t need to hire a career
coach to help you land a new job,
though it can be helpful. For referrals,
try the International Coaching Federation, the Life Planning Network or
the Retirement Coaches Association.
A lower-cost option could be to
sign up for a job-search training
program. Your local office on aging
may be able to direct you to one in
your area. In 2021, after being laid
off from a senior-level management
consultant position, Natalia Guerrido,
60, enrolled in Career Gateway. A
program from the Jewish Council
for the Aging of Greater Washington, in Rockville, Maryland, it offers
a five-day workshop for job seekers
over 50 and provides a long-term
mentor. Guerrido was able to change
gears and land a full-time teaching
job at Thomas Edison High School
of Technology, in Silver Spring,
Maryland. “My mentor made me
realize I was not too old to take
advice,” Guerrido says, “and she kept
me open to trying something new.”
—Kerry Hannon is the author of the

P

a will is the most
important legal document to
have,” says Arthur Bergeron,
an elder-law attorney in Westborough, Massachusetts. “But power of
attorney is even more important.”
This document is like a legally binding
backup plan: It authorizes you to handle
someone else’s financial affairs if that
person becomes incapacitated. Without a
power of attorney (POA), it can take several months and thousands of dollars in
legal fees to access accounts and pay bills.
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Create an Online
Account Explore all of
AARP’s digital offerings,
sign up for text alerts, and
add your spouse for free.
aarp.org/register

A person granting a
POA doesn’t transfer
any powers immediately. “Your parent is
still the boss,” explains Wendy Hoey
Sheinberg, a certified
elder-law attorney in
Uniondale, New York.
She likens the situation to a plane being
flown by a pilot and
copilot, with someone
in the jump seat: “The
person in that jump
seat isn’t going to take
control unless something goes wrong or
the pilot requests this.”
There are several types
of POA, but the most
common—and the one
Bergeron and Sheinberg recommend—is
called a durable POA.
“Durable” just means it remains in
effect unless it is specifically revoked.
What does a durable POA allow?
Rules vary by state, but in general,
a POA agent can deal with banks
and sign documents on behalf of an
incapacitated person. (In most states,
a different document—the health care
proxy—allows for medical decisions to
be made on somebody else’s behalf.)
So, it’s worth asking your parents
if they have POA documents. Often
spouses name each other as their POA
agents. After age 65, it can be wise to
add the name of a child or another
trusted person as a backup, experts say.
An attorney can draw up POA
documentation for a nominal fee.
You can also find POA forms online,
though they won’t necessarily take
into account state-based differences,
Bergeron says. —Karen Asp

Enjoy Exclusive Content
Our Members Only Access
web pages feature free films,
books, classes, exercise videos, music playlists and more.
aarp.org/MOA

STILL WANT
YOUR MTV?
For round-the-clock
music videos, check
out these channels

THE CABLE channels that pi-

oneered music videos (MTV,
VH1, CMT, BET) have largely
switched to other programming. So, where to find pop
shorts now? Sample these
streaming platforms.

To set it and forget it
LOOP OR PLUTO TV Download the Loop or Pluto TV
app, pick a musical genre,
and let the old times roll.
If you’re on a hunt
YOUTUBE Find just about
any video you remember
from back in the day on this
streaming behemoth.
For the greatest hits
VEVO On this platform you
can search for a favorite
artist and let the service
play song after song.
When you miss VJs
DITTYTV Hosts talk and
do interviews between the
videos on this Americana
music channel.
To hear what kids are into
APPLE MUSIC TV Through
the Apple TV app, watch a
round-the-clock stream of
the latest hits by current
artists such as Doja Cat and
Olivia Rodrigo. —Jim Lenahan

Read Us on Your Phone!
The AARP Publications app has
current and back issues of this
magazine and AARP Bulletin.
Download it from the Apple or
Android app store.
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